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Jesus' life follows the classic path of the hero. He begins in an unremarkable mudhole, unknown
and innocent, in Foundations. Then, he steadily moves downwards into the mainstream of
growing up— leaving home, wrestling with his own unique God-man identity.Suffering and loss
carve out an interior life for him in volume two, Parable, and this volume three, Journey. Finally,
he shows us all how to listen to the world of the spirit—adorned with the jewels of wisdom,
compassion, and courageous vulnerability.Journey stories the lowest point in the life of any hero.
He hits bottom. He’s imprisoned and sexually abused in a Roman dungeon. He learns to mourn
and fight new battles, within and without. Claudia, the friend who adores him and whom he
loves, is exiled in the Adriatic. She follows a parallel course of growth through suffering while
longing for Jesus. Both continue to mature by failing, falling, and then rising again, stronger.

About the AuthorDr. Shepperson is a 3rd generation Presbyterian preacher’s son. He attended
boarding schools and colleges in the UK, Switzerland, and the USA. He earned a doctoral
degree in clinical psychology along the way, worked as an Air Force psychologist, and was on
faculty at a doctoral program of psychology in California. He and his wife owned a group
psychotherapy practice in California. For the past decade or so he served as a missionary in
southwest China, the UK, and New Zealand. Now he and his wife live and practice as licensed
psychologists in Hawaii―but he mainly writes stuff. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Bethyl Joy.There are so many other things Jesus did. If they were all written down, each of them,
one by one, I can’t imagine a world big enough to hold such a library.John 21:25AUTHOR’S
NOTESome studies report that the average person experiences about 60,000 thoughts a day
and eighty per cent of them are negative in nature. Journey’s fictional stories, embedded in
Jewish and Roman history, are intended to help flip your script inside a new angle on an old
story. Listen with a fresh ear to Father’s voice through the Spirit’s power coming from Jesus’
mouth. The classic hero’s journey is shaped like a ‘check mark’—medium to low and high at the
end. Stories in Journey, this third volume of four in Jesus’ Silent Years, are at the bottom of the
check mark. These stories are Jesus’ roughest ride into adulthood. However, as in all character
driven stories, suffering is the furnace that shapes us more than any other.This book gives a new
wrinkle to Jesus’ Silent Years. Windy tells Jesus at one point, "Shame has silenced you, taken
your voice." This part of Jesus’ journey leaves him in a prolonged silence for a good, long while.
I primarily wrote this third book for people who’ve been marginalized—prisoners, the sexually
abused, minorities, poor, orphans, and aliens. Jesus experiences all of this in Journey.I’m
convinced all of us need an Advocate who’s been there, done that. I was pressured by some
folks to leave this stuff out, sanitize the story. Bottom line? I wanted everyone to have a



representative, a vulnerable, courageous, awkward Messiah who rose to overcome abuse of all
sorts. Most will accept the idea that Jesus went through what we all go through. A nice idea. But
they haven’t taken their imagination for a walk into what this might have meant. Spoiler alert—if
you have a weak constitution, history of abuse, or otherwise don’t want your imagination
stretched in these ways, skip chapter nine, and move on. The scenes do not include gratuitous
description, but the bare bones of a prison rape are plain. Further, as one of my reviewers has
noted, I failed to provide a do-it-yourself appendectomy kit. So, save yourself the gut wrench.
The chapters following the rape scene in prison (or after Slow’s rape scene later in chapter 38)
are kind, practical stories of how to seek comfort from God in the midst of hard times. You might
want to move straight to comfort.LIST OF MAJOR CHARACTERS in JourneyCaligula,
Germanicus’ younger son, one of Tiberius’ lovers, 3rd emperor of RomeClaudia, daughter to
Tribune Gaius and Livena, granddaughter of Caesar AugustusCrispus, Samaritan terrorist,
demon-harassed, all-around bad guyDeborah, Jesus’ baby sister, the youngest siblingEl Roi,
proprietor of Rahab’s RehabEsmerelda, Zac’s African wife, bought off a slaver’s mule
trainEsther, Rav Moshe’s wifeGaius, Roman tribune, father of the twins, Claudius and Claudia,
husband to LivenaGemellus, Drusus’ grandson, Germanicus’ oldest son, adopted by
Tiberius.Gomaria, sister to Leah, wife of Laz, name changed to Slow by JesusIoanna, Greek
wife to Giorgos, mother of Luke and SophiaJames, Jesus next youngest brother, three years
youngerJohn, also called John the Baptist, Jesus’ second cousinJesus, also called: Jesus bar
Joseph, Messiah, Jesus of NazarethJude, Jesus middle brother, after James, before
JustusJulilla, Augustus’ granddaughter by his only biological child, JuliaJulius, Jesus’ childhood
friend from Egypt, son of Egyptian PrefectJustus, Jesus’ youngest brotherLaz, called Lazarus,
Jesus’ close friend, husband of GomariaLeah, daughter of Achan, sister to Gomaria, or Go; wife
to RabbusLivia, wife to Caesar Augustus, also known as AugustaMaltesa, known also as Maltie,
husband to Rastus, rich merchantess in JerichoMary, wife to Ehud, daughter of Hez and Beta,
sister to Martha and LazMary, Jesus’ mother, daughter of Eli, a scribeMartha, wife to Mordi,
daughter of Hez and Beta, sister to Mary and LazMordi, Martha’s husband; Laz’s brother-in-
lawMoshe, also called Rav; Jesus teacher from age eight to twenty-eightRabbus, Leah’s
husband, Tiberius’ bodyguardRastus, healed murder-thief-leper, married to Maltesa, older half-
brother to ZacchaeusSlow, Laz’s wife, example of a dissociative identity disordered
personSophia, daughter of Greek physician Giorgos and sister to LukeTiberius, adopted son of
Augustus, birth son of Augusta (or Livia), 2nd Roman emperorZacchaeus, tax collector in
Jericho, husband to Esmeralda, younger half-brother to RastusTABLE OF CONTENTS1
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WINDY48 JESUS49 SLOW50 JOHN51 CLAUDIA52 WINDY53 JOHN54 LEAH55
SLOW56 LEAH57 JESUS58 SLOW59 JESUS60 WINDY61 SLOW62 JESUS63
WINDY1MARYJesus finished last. He brought up the end of Caesar Augustus’ funeral parade,
almost lost in the dust eddies blowing across the road. Thousands of Imperial troops had
already passed. Senators, statesmen, royalty of all kinds had followed the golden casket and
golden carriages. The parade had gone for miles on this hot August day. I stood beneath our
sixth-floor apartment on the corner, waiting for Jesus, feeling flaccid and thin-skinned as a
popped soap bubble. This corner fountain, fed by an aqueduct, made the heat barely tolerable.
James filled our drinking jugs time and again. Justice, Jude, and Miriam played with other
children. Deborah, now four years old, mostly wanted me to hold her. She went from me to
pulling on Gabe in Leah’s arms. Leah, precious Leah, Rabbus’ wife, had lost weight. She
reminded me of a pale moon on the wane. When she wasn’t holding her toddler, she gnawed
her left thumb. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw her glancing at me as if I’d caught her finger in
the worry till. And also, there was cousin Elizabeth’s son, John. I’d more or less adopted this
earnest, eccentric, lovable nephew since Elizabeth and her husband, Zechariah, had died. He
paced in circles, sweat popping out on his forehead. “Aunt Mary, I have to find Jesus! I have to
prepare his path. That’s my job. How can I do that at a standstill?”“Why waste preparation time
with movement, John? There’s more going on between heaven and earth than either of us will
ever know. Stand still, like warriors have done since time out of mind, waiting for God to work on
their behalf.[1] Surround him with prayer, like a fortress wall.” He wasn’t good at this whole “still-
thing.” He sighed, took Deborah from my arms, and raced around the fountain, dunking her time
and again, to her delight. He would scream, “I baptize you, child, in your big brother’s name!”
She’d flop around, not having a clue what he meant, other than he loved her.Now, finally, in the
heat of the afternoon, here Jesus came. He clanked along barefoot, clad only in a loincloth and
chains. He was the rag-tag tail end of all that pomp and circumstance. Half-trot, right leg trailing,
behind the last beast of burden, covered in the dust of all who had gone before him. I told John,
“Please. Don’t go to him now. Let me. You keep the other children here.”He must have seen my
desperation. Yes, now was the time for action, but not his action. He clamped down resolve and
nailed himself in place, nodding me toward my son. He must have known, certain as Windy’s
breath in his lungs; this was for me to do.I raced across the street, pushed past the guards.
“Have mercy. I’m his mother. I beg you, let me give him water.”One guard looked at Jesus, saw
he was dragging. On his last leg. He took pity and let me pass. I knelt in front of Son and lifted a
two-liter jug of cool water. He stood before me, hands on knees, panting. Under the layers of
grime, a long scar ran down both his right arm and right leg—long, angry welts. Thin, black
thread held his skin together. So many questions, so many hugs—but now, none. The only thing
the guard allowed was a drink from my gourd. Jesus tipped the jug back and drained it. After he
drank, he fell to his knees, head bowed. When he looked up, tears had streaked their way
through the mud on his face.His voice scraped from him like a stick on jagged tin. He said,
“Mother, Father’s will has fallen on me. It is his pleasure for me to be brought low. It will also be



his pleasure to raise me up in due time.” The guard prodded him with the sharp end of his spear,
“No more talk. Move!” Jesus rose, half-trotted, and was half-pulled by the pack mule in front of
him. I longed to run after him, rescue him from such pain. A stronger voice, one I knew well, the
voice of my Heavenly Husband, rose in my heart. Don’t rescue him from his destiny. He’s in my
care. Your place is apart, in a quiet space. Cover your head. Be with me. Pray for him. Jesus
didn’t look back. I didn’t know then what I know now. That very night, after John had gone for a
run in the hills, Rome’s troops came for us in this fancy apartment Augustus had provided. They
didn’t knock. Instead, they knocked down the door, trashed the furniture, shredded the
children’s toys, and threw it all out through the windows to the ground below. We were herded
down the steps, all six floors, to the street where a wagon waited for us. Between the door and
the wagon, we crunched glass—broken windows, wine glasses, crystal ware, shattered
windows. I remember it now with tears still in my eyes, this night of broken glass.[2] We rattled
down to the port on side roads, twenty miles or so, and were on the next ship back to Israel,
leaving Jesus, Rabbus, Leah, and John behind in Rome. I wouldn’t see Jesus again for almost a
decade.2AUGUSTAI sat in my gold-plated carriage at the very front of Tavius’ funeral parade.
Rome’s next two emperors, blood of my blood, sat next to me. The Fates had smiled on me.
Tiberius and Caligula, dear boys, both loved privilege and hated responsibility—a perfect
marriage of my competence and their potential. I patted Tibbie’s hand and reminisced. My, my.
Fifty-two years of marriage to Augustus. We’d started out with a bang. Love at first sight. He
divorced his wife. I divorced my husband. We hopped into bed. Maybe not in that order. Now
that I think about it, our passion did last for a good long while. When did it start to fizzle? Maybe
when Tavius left me more and more alone. Out there roaming the empire, glory-mongering, and
bedding his consorts. My spies had dossiers on all of those trollops, one in every port across
the empire. That wouldn’t have been so bad. All those women were out there, and after he
loved them, he left them for me. He always came home to me where I’d go over him with a fine-
toothed comb, turn him inside out, rummage about. He’d regale me with his stories and be
curious about mine. But here’s the thing. After some years, his curiosity about me waned. Like
he’d taken a big eraser and gradually smudged me from sight. All he wanted were the financials,
complicity in his conspiracy theories, and endless adoration. And yes, a blind eye to his affairs,
particularly the local stable of broodmares he’d dolloped around town.One more item. He loved
his figs—the ones I had brought up from his orchards in Nola. So, as usual, I fell into line. I
cooked up a consummate marriage of blind eye, conspiracy, and figs. Let it stew for years. Over
time I added a few special ingredients—hemlock, adder venom, bitters, and a bit of nightshade
extract.One glorious night, we’d invited the whole batch of those generals and senators, the
current conspiracy cabal, to a gala dinner. Everyone showed up heavy in silk and diamonds, like
they’d covered themselves with glue and rolled around in the trappings of wealth. After dinner,
they all trolloped into the drawing-room, that leathery, ponderous, paunchy boys’ room of
congealed opulence. They’d all smoked cigars, drank brandy, oh’d and ah’d at Tavius’ stories of
conquest. Noses all becoming quite brown.I waltzed in, flirty as you please, and served dessert



on a platinum platter. Tavius went on about my special fig sauce with its secret recipe. They
could hardly say no. One general in particular, a hobbied, gourmet chef, was curious. I fed him
my most salacious smile. Told him the exact amounts of vanilla, maple syrup, and lemon bitters.
Mentioned how important it was to marinate in a cool cellar. I might have forgotten a few
ingredients. But I did stress how important it was to let everything simmer for some time. And, of
course, froth well before serving. He and our other guests gobbled down those delicious figs.
Everyone frothed well, right before we carried them out, feet first, to the crematory—a very
efficient evening.That was years ago, a favorite memory. Long before Tavius’ shaking sticks and
fuzzy recall took him over some edge. At the end, on his birthday ten days ago, he pled, “Help
me. Help me cross over. I’m tired. I’ve seen it all, done it all, want no more. I want to go home.
Home to Nola, have a fig or two. Be done with it.” I obliged. There was a bit of drama in his maze
at the end, but once he’d flopped over, I felt so relieved. And the delight of it all? I rid myself of
that granddaughter and the Jew. Tavius liked both of them entirely too much. Thus the rope-a-
dope, wrapped around lots of plausible deniability. Truth was, I never could stand Tavius’
daughter, Livena—the bastard daughter of an early dip in some Greek honeypot. Livena, dear
girl, went bonkers after her son, Claud, died. Devolved into a true nutcase. But Claud’s twin
sister, Claudia, remained a threat. Tavius had come home from roaming abroad one time too
many asking for Claudia before he asked for me. I’d be in the executive suite, poring over my
ledgers, plotting the next disinformation campaign, and they’d be twittering in the library. She’d
sit on his lap, play with his beard, whisper local gossip in his ear. Conniving, wee bitch.I
confronted him. He’d argued back, “Everything always comes back to you!” I replied, “Quite.
And I have the very great advantage of having me on my side.”After I helped Tavius trot off to
Paradise, my guards trussed the Jew and the bastard granddaughter like hogs to market. Jew in
the Dungeon, Claudia in exile. Which island was it? Oh yes, Trimerus, the one where I’d
smacked that other hot-pants granddaughter. I roused myself from these pleasant memories.
Caligula stroked Tiberius’s arm, imbibed from his flask, and chattered on inanely. Boy this, girl
that—a real omnivore. Unfortunately, he’d never learned to read properly. Got his letters all
tangled up and ended up twittering endlessly about intrigues and bodies between the
sheets.Just then, Cal looked over his shoulder and waved at his sisters. Agrippina, Drusilla, and
Livilla all sat straight and pretty in their carriage. Quite proper.Cal said, “They’re good
entertainment, Uncle. When I have an urge, in they lather. Agrippina’s so frisky compared to Dru
and Liv. Only one problem with her—she’s less than adoring. Just yesterday, she went on, ‘Cal,
Uncle Tibbie will dump you soon. He’s so erudite, compared to you.’“I disagreed and told her I
was totally erudite. She said, ‘you don’t even know what that means.’ I replied that if I did know,
I’d certainly be that and more.”Tibbie tipped his head, amused. “She reply?” “She agreed I was
hard to out-argue. Changed the subject. ‘Cal, your wig just slipped over your ear. You look like an
unmade bed.’ An unmade bed she’s willing to crawl into, mind you. But tell me, how does one
get a yapping mouth like hers to shut up?”We approached Palatine Hill, near my apartments. A
clutch of senators clucked about, straightening their toupees, sucking in their guts. I prodded my



progeny. “Sit up and stop your chatter, boys. Rome is watching. Mind your manners and hide
that flask. Mustn’t let them see you both drunk. And when we pass by those senators,
remember the magic phrase, ‘Memento mori.’ It’s the law for emperors at state funerals. And, a
good reminder—life is so brief.” I lifted my veil and glared at Tibbie. Why are you so obtuse?
Have you lost all discretion? Act your age. After all, you are in your fifties, and he’s a pimply-
faced teen.Tibbie stared back at me, blank-eyed. That child always could outstare a corpse. He
signaled the driver, and our carriage creaked to a halt just short of where those cloying senators
simpered. Son and grandson quit the carriage, surrounded by guards. Tiberius’ next words
wounded me. “Mother. Read up on sows, the ones who eat their young. Might be instructive.”He
nodded at the senators. “I no longer have to abide you or your soporific echo chambers.
Further, I deserve relaxation at the bathhouse with a certain young thing.” His voice positively
hissed, “I do find it so challenging to steam you off me, Mother! Your presence lingers, like a
cloud of wee beasties over tainted meat, gone off long ago.”He certainly did know how to hurt his
loving mother. Such poisonous talk, and after all my years of training him in political culinaries.
I’d return to my cookbooks. Revise my recipes.3TIBERIUSThe day after father’s funeral, mother
and I lounged in the sixth-floor dayroom on Palatine Hill. The late afternoon sun slanted through
stained glass on our right. Marguerite, daisy, and marigold colors splashed over us and the
oriental carpet. To my left, our shadows on the carpet looked like monsters. Mother hunched
over, bony as a desiccated bat, paps dangling beneath her silk blouse. Eggplants left too long in
the sun. Her eyes sagged into the folds of her face. She picked at her sweetbreads—expressly
taken, at her command, from an unblemished lamb. She was picky, using her tiny knife to cut
out tiny bites for her prim mouth. Such pickiness had served her well. She’d waited for years,
waited while she sliced and shaped me into tiny bits for her emperor decoupage—a male body
to mask Her Majesty’s presence behind the throne.Her voice boomed in my ears. Every word
thrummed from a set jaw she’d been grinding for decades. Painted eyebrows and glittering eyes
accentuated her every word. “A quiet execution, son—chop-chop. No public hoo-hah. He’s
nothing but trouble. Throw him in the same dragnet that caught the others. No one will blink an
eye.” A blood vessel in my nose popped. I wiped a dribble of red off my beard. Mother sighed,
whisked out her cream-colored, silk hanky. “Get that bloody snot off your emperor’s robe. Am I
the only one who makes you blow your cork?” I looked out the window and longed for another
battle campaign where I could kill someone. War and peace were no different. People relished
killing each other in both arenas. But in war, I didn’t have to pretend. I’d killed tons of Germanics
and Illyrians while mother, at home, smiled and turned me to sweetbread. She never ceased to
amaze and confuse. How did she return me to diapers the moment I stepped into a room with
her? I became a mental midget and elevated to emperor, all in her same stroke—a mongoloid
toddler building an empire with bright-colored blocks. “Trust me, Tibbie. I’ve run this empire for
years. Tavius left me with it while he was out glory-mongering. He abandoned us both. The
imperial succession was far more important to him than we were. He loved a good
abstraction.”“Mother, he loved you.”I gazed out the window at a flower box overfilled with violet



pansies, rippling in the breeze. A fat blue jay swooped down and snagged an unsuspecting
gecko. She was now quite busy working it down her throat. The gecko’s tail frantically thrashed
back and forth as it disappeared into her gullet.Mother allowed, “He did love me once. But take
heed. He’s gone. The wolves are loosed. This is how it goes for us Claudians—one kingpin
shoves himself through the front door, and the last gets carried out the back door with an ice
pick in his chest. Impossible to be too wary, Tibbie-tot.” “But mother, this Jew’s done nothing
wrong. In fact, one of his followers resurrected me, if you recall.” A four-year-old whining.She
paused, examined her face in a small mirror. Licked a wild hair that had strayed, stuck it back
into her gold and silver bun on top of her head. “Tibbie, stop sniveling. Listen to your mother. If
he or his drones pull any more rabbits out of the hat, they might gain a following. And obviously,
you weren’t dead—just sleeping, dear boy. This isn’t a play like Psyche. We’re in the big
leagues. Might is right and dead is dead.”Her black eyes, chipped obsidian, positively flashed
from the deep shadow where she sat. “He fooled Tavius at the end. If Jeez-the-Jew could
bamboozle the original Potentate of Paranoia, others could get pulled into his mystical razzle-
dazzle. A few creaking senators leaping around, healed. One or two more casket pop-ups.
Who knows where that kind of chicanery could go? Tavius won’t be the last in this emperor
parade to the charnel house, dear boy.”The Shade behind my throne sucked in silence and spat
out darkness. “Yes, here’s what we must do: exterminate the foxes while they’re babies. If no
chop-chop, they chomp-chomp. The whole vineyard, ruined.”Silver knitting needles flashed,
stabbing the blood-red shawl in her lap. I salvaged an inch of ground from the Dragon’s lair.
“Yes, Mother. Once the huff and puff of the funeral have settled down, I’ll make my
announcement—quietly, within the next year or two. Then it’s off to the cross for that
Jew.”Mother sniffed, turned her head aside. Her jaws did the grind-and-twitch dance, twitch left,
grind right. Amazing she had any molars left at all. Left to her, the seer wouldn’t have seen
another sunrise. She rose from her straight-back chair, grabbed and dabbed at my chin with
stabbing motions, sopping up my ooze, fingers cold as an ice carving. “And one more thing, be
discrete when you pump away with all those consorts and gigolos, particularly young Caligula.
He’s a consummate plotter, and at such a tender age. Mind you, don't quick-fill queenie’s
throne. Exiled Julia, your unfortunate bride, will take her own sweet time starving to death. And
face it—you need up-skilling in this emperor business. Absolutely no distractions from a
wannabe queen or gigolo wheedling his or her way under your covers, Tibbie-tot.” Two
swordsmen jousted back of my eyes, stabbing here, slicing there. “I’ll be along, as usual, this
evening for your backrub. You look like you have a teensy-weensy headache.”Just come right
out and say it, Mother—let’s get married, officially, in front of gods and senate. Suck the gossip
mills dry.Mother walked to the door, added an afterthought. “Clean Trimerus of anything edible
—conniving Claudia and my other sweet granddaughter can starve quicker. Ha! Tavius’
daughter, Julia, exiled in the Tyrrhenian, his granddaughters in the Adriatic. Jackals can pick
over Julia’s bones, and the last granddaughter alive gets to feast on the other.”I wandered to my
desk on the other side of the room and busied myself signing blank scrolls out of her view. Look



emperesque, Tiberius—not a gleeful toddler in romper room, holding up his arms to be
held. She wouldn’t let it rest. Added one final nail to the Jewish coffin. “If you let Teen-Wonder-
Jew loiter, remember, it’s not just him. He’s not a mushroom that sprang up full- blown after a
summer shower. He has family—and you do know how those creatures breed. Like rabbits.
When you add in all his relations, there’ll be more of these little Jesuses running around than
stars in the sky. He has to be stopped here. Now."4JESUSThe place had a brackish stink, like
salt swamp at low tide, permeated with the fear of all who had come before me. The guard’s
mustache was a black tusk mounted sideways over his mouth. His jaw clench might have been
intended as a grin. He yelled at the ledger keeper, “Another Kike! What’s the last Jew number
we had?” Mumble from around the corner.“What?” More mumbling. “So, that’s 777?”“Yo,
Scalder; let’er rip.”“Be a good boy, Heebie. Up with your right sleeve.” He held a white-hot
branding iron in his right hand. I rolled up my tunic and turned my head the other way. Held my
breath. Smell of meat roasting. Me. I screamed and couldn’t seem to stop. Terror crowded my
throat.Rough hands pushed me down the hall. Now I was a no-name, but only a number, 777.
We came to a double-wide cell door, crusted with rust and barnacles. Key clattered in the lock.
Ceiling to floor bars creaked open—a hobnailed boot connected with my butt. I shot inwards like
a cannonball. “Don’t let that door hit ya in the ass, kid.” Sound of door slamming shut behind me
in this sub-basement, seven stories below the Imperial quarters on Palatine Hill. They called this
place the Dungeon. More formally, the Dungeon of Indeterminate Emigrantes. Forty pairs of
wary eyes here in DIE jerked my way. Six of those eyes belonged to three men playing dice on a
top ledge in the far corner. The dirt floor angled diagonally toward the sewer hole in the lowest
corner. Sludge burped up from the sewers. Overlapping wavelets rippled toward me. I looked
around for a spot to sit, trying to focus. Top ledge space, taken. A few spaces remained along
the wall toward this end, close to the sewer hole. I scuttled through floating turds and positioned
myself between two other muddy men of indeterminate race. Men, like me. Sat in sludge
between them. Both of them scratched their bleeding scabs, and I tried to pretend my arm
wasn’t on fire. The guy to my right, “Name’s Benno. Keep a sharp eye out for Goliath and dung
beetles. They’re bad, but rat bites can kill. All of ‘em come up with the sewage when it rains. Eat
you alive down here.” He pointed to his crotch and legs.I felt a sharp pain on my thigh and began
to learn the fine art of scratching myself raw.I felt like a furiously itchy fumarole, smoke mist,
nothing more. Comfort was a distant idea, for other people. I drowsed, head tipping toward my
chest, a vacant lot where some impressive temple used to stand. The vision fuzzed. I
scratched a new bite. Time became a dung beetle laboring through sludge. Metal spoon
banging, banging back and forth along dungeon’s bars. Must be the dinner bell. Got in the back
of the line. Finally, my turn at the door. Shallow metal bowl got pushed through the bars.
Something in that bowl looked like what I was sitting in, but I didn’t argue. A floating carrot peel,
a crust of a heel off a loaf of brown bread. I told Windy, this looks like a crapshoot where the
winner gets cholera. Safe me. Silence.After dinner, shadows deepened. Men re-grouped along
the sloping top ledge. The latest arrivals slept closest to the sewer, head of one man next to the



feet of his mate. The three men at the top didn’t leave their niche. They kept playing dice and
looked up, time to time, to better survey their domain—emperors of the night. I didn’t sleep,
except in snatches. Slapping, crunching sounds.I rolled over. Benno, up-ledge from me,
scooped a cockroach off the wall with a sideways slapping motion. Threw it in his mouth. One
crunch, gone. Ah, mystery solved.The next evening, Ahmed-the-Arabaa, down-ledge from me,
made an even bigger score. Lunge, squeal, and snapping sound. I rolled over and looked
around. Ahmed grinned. A rat, the size of a gopher, flopped wildly in his mouth. He’d snapped
the rat’s neck, pulled off his head. Now he gorged himself on the still twitching body. Words,
garbled. “Keep quiet, and I’ll give you some.” “Your secret’s mine, Ahmed. None for me,
thanks.”Those who had no family or friends, like Ahmed, or me, fought hardest to stay alive. It
was the law of survival—eat or be eaten. Lice, crabs, and men were as hungry as the beetles
and rats. All had appetites. All itched to take what was yours. The power hierarchy was set. Any
food, drink, drugs, smokes, or clothing—anything at all, really—was “taxed” by the Triad, the
three guys at the top. Grippa, Pojak, and Putzi were strongest and fittest. They took the best,
returned the rest. They searched a new arrival’s stuff just yesterday and found a mouth organ.
Ordered him to play his harmonica and dance for them. His music, a dirge, floated through the
stink and wrapped ‘round my ears while I sat in the corner closest to the sewer, head between
my knees. Grippa took his organ once the song and dance were done. Lifted the man’s chin,
“Yep, yur mouth shaped just right for organs, now, ain’t it?” The Triad kept fit doing calisthenics
when they weren’t busy with cards or dice. One sadistic exercise they’d devised was to bench-
press other inmates. This was a cruel way of exhibiting power at others’ expense, because they
could. For example, the day after the Harmonica man arrived, Pojak ordered, “Get over here
Mouth Organ. Lay flat, face down, over Putzi and Grip. Stiffen up. Putzi’s got your shoulders,
and Grip’s got your crotch. Fifty thrusts up and down—we all get our turn; you get your ups and
downs. We plays nice, now, don’t we?”No one challenged their molestation routine for
humiliating men into barbells. People who fought back, through carelessness or defiance, didn’t
fare well. For example, if you let your shadow fall on the Triad from a smudge torch in a wall
scone, that same torch would be held under your hand till your skin bubbled and crisped. The
rest of us grew into common-enemy friends. Wary distrust flowed down from Imperial guards to
jailers to Triad to the rest of us in the cell. One cup of gruel, one ragged piece of wormy bread,
one cup of water. My skin grew closer to my bones. It erupted into open sores where maggots
laid their eggs at night. Distrust also laid its eggs in my mind, like cholera or plague, spreading
into fear or shame. Where was my family? Where were my friends? Why had I been abandoned
to die alone, fading in faith? Father knew faith in Him was the most important thing in my life.
Why would he grind me to dust with His absence?I called to Father, to Windy. No reply. I
remembered the Israeli king God abandoned, so He would know all that was within his own
heart.[3] Faith in Father’s protection evaporated. Perhaps this was for a purpose. Maybe Father
wanted to cut sloth from my body. But that still made me quivering meat, and him the
vivisectionist, now, didn’t it?Nights, I heard other men’s moans of terror or pleasure. Many nights



I stifled my cries of fear, put a rag in my mouth, pressed close to the wall, knees drawn to my
chest. Ahmed made a mistake a few days after his night-time rat feast. Real bad mistake. His
wife had finally found him after searching for weeks. She’d stood outside Dungeon’s gate. She
did a hoppy, excited dance—her lost husband was found! The two of them held hands through
the bars. She slipped him bread and cheese. He tore off a chunk of each for the prison guard
and stuffed the rest in his mouth. That night I roused out of a dead, dreamless sleep. Frantic
sounds of struggle. The Triad had dragged Ahmed off the sleeping ledge, gagged him. Putzi
held him face down in the mud. Each man in the Triad took turns exacting revenge for not
getting their share at the door. Ahmed flailed, got his head above sewage, spit out his gag, and
started screaming for help. The guard, a new man, roused himself outside the iron bars. Grippa
shoved Ahmed’s head back down in the sewage, hard. Ahmed stopped flailing, stopped
breathing, there below our ledge, a few feet away from me. The guard went back to
sleep.Grippa wiped the dead man’s face clear of the mud and returned him to his pallet next to
me. He searched his bedroll for anything worth keeping or trading. Filthy breath in my nose,
“Squeal, Jew, and you’re next.” No explanation to the dayshift guards was offered next morning.
Pojak rattled the bars on the door, “You better check this guy—don’t look like he’s breathing too
good.” Guards dragged his body out to the burn pile. One less mouth to feed at Rome’s
expense.I kept a low profile, challenged no one in the weeks and months that came and went. I
entered sleep as if it were a sewage ditch subject to flooding. Something was wrong with my
heart, wrong enough to make me think my blood was pumping backward. Every few hours, more
blood seemed to drain from my head. Did this place hold me in the grip of a more powerful form
of gravity? My head still felt unmoored from my neck, like I might catch sight of it floating by in
the sewage. Other inmates asked if I’d really killed the emperor. My tongue, a bag of dust, lay
still.Conversations with Windy and Father felt sketchy, even in the best of times. I had a sense of
Windy blowing round the planet, watchful but distant. Mainly she left me alone to dance with
wolves. Predators complained I was getting too light to bother with. One of them, Putzi, must
have learned Hebrew somewhere. Might have even been part Jewish. Don’t know. But he knew
the asher yatzar. One morning I squatted over the sewer grate, releasing my bowels, eyes
closed, reciting the commanded blessing in Hebrew, “Blessed are You, Adonai, our God, King of
the universe, who formed man with wisdom and created within him many openings and many
hollow spaces. It is known before Your Seat of Honor that if even one of them would be opened,
or if even one of them would be sealed, it would be impossible to survive even for one hour.” He
said, “We’ll make sure those holy hollows stay wide open, butt boy.” He took even the pleasure
of a good poo from me. Shivers rippled through my hollow soul. Time crawled by like a scarab
in poo stew.5JOHNWork finally ended for the day. I climbed out of the sewer and scraped
chunks of poop off my toes. Walked a block to the Tiber River and dove in. Swam around, and
my skin turned a shade or two lighter. I went home to my shanty in the slums and changed to my
other camel hair tunic. Today was the day. After two years, I’d finally be able to see Jesus. Leah
and little Gabe met me at their front door. Rabbus, newly returned from the battlefront, came



around the corner and greeted me. He walked me through a series of hallways inside Palatine
Hill, passing through at least four or five checkpoints on our way down from one level to the next
of rough-cut stone walls and gates. We bottomed out. The dim hall dripped with ground
weep. Rabbus’ voice was rough, like a cat’s tongue. He said, “Never been inside the Dungeon.
Greet him for me. I have to get to work upstairs.” When he turned to go, even someone like me,
a guy with no feelings, could feel his relief.A guard called out a number, “777, visitor!” I stood
outside the bars, shuffling my feet a bit in the brown stream that flowed around my sandals.
Familiar smell. A skeleton with skin approached, stood at an angle. My cousin was barely
recognizable, all knobs and bone. But his eyes still had that old fire in them, but the fire had
changed to what you might expect to see in a martyr being burned over green firewood. I’d
counted eighteen sets of forty days and nights. Chalk marks on a slate beneath my sleeping mat.
Neat sets of white slash marks. Bundles of days. The days and months for me had gone quick—
but for him? Must have been Italian water-torture. Drips on his forehead.I passed a few things
through after the guards had checked them—bread, cheese, a cluster of red grapes, and a
homespun cloak. I knew his Elijah cloak was gone. A guy standing behind Jesus was wrapped
in a blue cloak, just like what Jesus used to have. Scraps of burlap clung to Jesus’ stick body—
cheesecloth over baling wire. Jesus asked me, “Day or night outside? Never can tell in here.”I
said, “Afternoon. Just finished work, washed up, and checked at the guardhouse—as usual.
Rules changed today. Rabbus is back. He’s been with Tiberius on his latest campaign—two
years in Gaul. One bunch of pagans killing another and feeling good about it, far as I can
tell.”Blue Cloak had moved up. Stood next to Jesus after I’d handed him the stuff. Cloak broke
off a small piece of cheese and bread and gave that back to Jesus. Took all but two grapes and
wandered away, saying, “two tiny balls for the pint-sized Jew.” 
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Steven P. Spinella, “Extreme situations with serene implications. The situations depicted are
extreme, the implications are unique possibilities for extreme peace.Vance Shepperson’s
Journey (Jesus’ Silent Years Volume 3) (2021: Nashville, TN (Carpenter’s Son); ISBN
978-1-7344-4714-9) spins tales of Jesus in Roman imperial contexts, facing imprisonment,
warfare, intrigue, and demons. It is the third of four books of historical fiction covering Jesus’s
years from 12 to 30. Each chapter/chunk is an imagined first person psychosocial narrative by
Jesus, John the Baptist, Windy (a name for the Holy Spirit,) and others who figure in the
stories.Spoiler alert!Jesus and others face some of the worst challenges the world has to offer,
including…Poverty and hungerWhile characters in the mix include the Roman emperor Tiberius
as well as prisoners and slaves, many including Jesus suffer want, hunger, ill health, and
extreme deprivation.War and murderIn addition to battle scenes, torture and murder are
described in some detail, including cannibalism.InjusticeJesus and others are treated injustly
and inhumanely by people with more temporary or permanent power.Sexual abuse and
violationIn addition to references to all kinds of sexualized relationships, violation and abuse are
described emotionally and referenced physically.Mental illness, demonization and
witchcraftSatan and his agents are physically present and actively evil in key conflict sequences.
Extreme mental illness is depicted including dissociative personality disorder.Divine intention
and interventionThroughout the book there are continuing references to God actively intervening
in the stories and using the challenges of life to accomplish God’s intended purposes. This
includes prayer, miracles, scripture quotations and allusions, and life in spiritual dimensions.Plot
summaryWhile others are struggling to seek after God in Israel, Jesus finds himself in Italy and
beyond, dealing with Roman Imperial intrigue, an imperial girlfriend, and hardship involving
torture, deprivation, violation, and near death.CommentaryCompared to books 1 and 2 in the
series, this book is even darker and more extreme. I would call it the book equivalent of a strong
R rating. Shepperson’s thesis is that if God incarnate were to suffer all that people suffer, it would
include the most extreme challenges of people everywhere.This is not realism, but rather a
hyper-realism. Many things are described in extremes. I found this challenged and expanded my
possibilities, but also left me shaking my head a bit—too much, too fast, and too edgy. Others
may find it liberating after a lifetime of Christians who always played things safe, conservative,
and with the hardest realities of life kept out of sight or unmentioned.ConclusionShepperson’s
Journey is edgy, challenging, and unashamedly so. If you wouldn’t feel comfortable reading
Song of Solomon, Job, and Old Testament history and prophets, you will certainly not feel
comfortable reading Journey.Yet, I don’t believe Shepperson intended this to be a comfortable
read. Instead, he is challenging and edgy with a hope to bring peace where it is hard to find.”

The book by Shaykh Fadhlalla Haeri has a rating of 5 out of 3.8. 3 people have provided
feedback.
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